
Tips on How to overcome Computer Monitor Repairs: 

Everyone is in hurry today; Computers have made human life busy by automating their daily tasks and 

made them concentrate on multiple activities at one time. Without computers he can’t manage his day 

to day work functions that much easily. If computer failed to operate, their strategic plan for that 

particular day may delay or end up unsuccessfully. 

Here are some tips if your computer monitor do not turn on and simply shows a blank dark screen. 

Nothing to worry, the possible chances for the problem may be: 

 Power Cable Connection 

 Ups Short Circuiting 

 VGA Cables 

 Video Card 

Find CRT Monitor Repairs Specialist in India providing services with quality and timely manner from 

Sulekha. 

 

http://yellowpages.sulekha.com/crt-monitor-repair_contacts


CRT Monitor Repairs in Chennai | CRT Monitor Repairs in Mumbai | CRT Monitor Repairs in Delhi | 

CRT Monitor Repairs in Bangalore | CRT Monitor Repairs in Hyderabad | CRT Monitor Repairs in 

Pune | CRT Monitor Repairs in Kolkata | CRT Monitor Repairs in Ahmedabad 

How to check: 

First Check whether all the power cables to monitor is plugged in properly. If not plug it properly. 

If plugged properly, Remove the Power cable from your UPS and verify it by plugged in on to the wall 

socket. Ensue the Surge protector is working or not. If not replace it and try.  

If monitor turned on when using wall socket your UPS may be short circuited. Replace new UPS. 

UPS is working fine but your monitor is still remains with blank screen, Check VGA Cables connected to 

monitor properly, tighten the screws. This may fix the problem else the problem is due to Video Card. 

Open up the CPU Case and Remove the Video Card and reinsert carefully and correctly. This may 

terminate your problem. Else go for Computer repair services or any expert technician. 

Find LCD Monitor Repairs Specialist in India providing services with quality and timely manner from 

Sulekha. 
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Either CRT Monitor or LCD Monitor, do not try to open the monitor as it has many complex circuits 

hence experts won’t try to disassemble monitors. If your computers warranty period is in warranty, call 

manufacturer for help. Else try this Resource for Computer Repairs in your nearest location: 

Computer Repairs in Chennai | Computer Repairs in Mumbai | Computer Repairs in Delhi | Computer 

Repairs in Bangalore | Computer Repairs in Hyderabad | Computer Repairs in Pune | Computer Repairs 

in Kolkata | Computer Repairs in Ahmedabad 

 

There are multiple service providers in computer manufacturing technology offering quality repairing 

services with their authorized service centers. One of the most pioneer industry leaders are Dell, HP, 

Lenovo, Compaq and Acer. If your computer belongs to such brand described above you can find the 

reputed professionals who can assist you during your warranty period. Here we enclosed the source 

where you can find their service locations in India. 

Dell is a multinational corporation that work with 76, 500 employees worldwide as of 2009 and 14,000 

employees in India with efficient teams to serve customer with world class technology and services at 

cost effective prices.To Read More about Dell India. 
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Here is the list of dell service centers located in India: Find the nearest dell showroom to your doorstep. 

Dell Service Centers in Chennai | Dell Service Centers in Mumbai | Dell Service Centers in Delhi | Dell 

Service Centers in Bangalore | Dell Service Centers in Hyderabad | Dell Service Centers in Kolkata | Dell 

Service Centers in Ahmedabad | Dell Service Centers in Pune 

HP is an innovative Computer Technology Industry that works on 170 Countries with creative thinking to 

bring technology to people and business and enable possible experiences for customers. Read More 

about HP India

 

Here is the list of HP service centers located in India: Find the nearest HP showroom to your doorstep. 
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Centers in Ahmedabad | HP Service Centers in Pune 
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Lenovo is leading MNC Industry offering customers the world class solutions to enable business and 

people meet their needs and automate their regular process more efficiently. To Read More about 

Lenovo India 

 

Here is the list of Lenovo service centers located in India: Find the nearest Lenovo showroom to your 

doorstep. 

Lenovo Service Centers in Chennai | Lenovo Service Centers in Mumbai | Lenovo Service Centers in 

Delhi | Lenovo Service Centers in Bangalore | Lenovo Service Centers in Hyderabad | Lenovo Service 

Centers in Kolkata | Lenovo Service Centers in Ahmedabad | Lenovo Service Centers in Pune 

Acer is multinational computer technology offering services since delivers technology and services with 

1999 in India. To Read More about Acer India 

 

Here is the list of Acer service centers located in India: Find the nearest Acer showroom to your 

doorstep. 
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You can find the best service center in your region by comparing the user reviews and Sulekha ratings 

and approach them else just fill your need and get competitive price quotes from various service centers 

where you can choose the service provider with top ratings and reasonable price quotes. 
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